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1 Machine-Induced Vibrations
In the following example the dynamic excitation of two rotating machines is analyzed. A time
history analysis in the add-on module RF-DYNAM Pro - Forced Vibrations is performed.

The steel framework which supports the twomachines is initially excited in resonance. This means
that the frequency of the structure is the same as the frequency of the excitation. As a result of the
resonance, the system experiences unacceptable large deformations and accelerations. A change
of the cross-section and therefore a change in the natural frequency of the structure is required.

Structural System, Machines and Load Cases
The structural system together with the materials and cross-sections used, is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Structural system with colored cross-sections and materials. In the two openings the machines
are positioned but not modeled.

Two machines are placed in the openings of the lower and upper level. The machines are not
modeled and will only be represented by the dead load and the centrifugal forces they produce.

The self-weight of the steel frame in the +Z-direction and an additional surface load of 0.01 ksf
are defined in LC1. This Load Casewill be imported as mass into RF-DYNAM Pro.

Each of the machines has a self-weight ofm = 62.16 slug. This dead load is acting as line loads
on the adjacent members and is defined in LC2 as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The self-weight of the machine defined as line loads on the members along the openings.

Themass of the rotor (mR = 21.76 slug) rotates with 320 rpm at an eccentricity of e = 0.75 in. This
movement is illustrated in Figure 1.3, the centrifugal force Fr acts perpendicular to the rotational
movement.

Figure 1.3: Rotation of the rotor massmR within the machine and the resulting centrifugal force Fr.

The excitation frequency of the machine can be calculated with:

fe = 320.00 rpm/60.00 s = 5.33 Hz (1.1)

The angular frequency can then be calculated with:

𝜔e = 2𝜋 ⋅ 320.00 rpm/60.00 s = 33.51 rad/s (1.2)

In RF-DYNAM Prowe will later define the time diagrams where the anuglar frequency 𝜔e will be
entered.

The value of the centrifugal force is defined with:

Fr = 𝜔 2
e ⋅ e ⋅ mR = 1.53 kip (1.3)
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In RFEM you can simplify the modeling by only defining the horizontal and vertical centrifugal
forces. This has been determined to be of sufficient accuracy. The horizontal component is delayed
in time and definedwith a phase shift in the periodical time diagram. This will be consideredwhen
we define the time diagrams in RF-DYNAM Pro.

The centrifugal forces are also defined as line loads along the openings. The vertical and horizontal
components are defined in separate Load Cases in RFEM. The loads in LC3 and LC4 determine the
size and the position of the time-variant excitation. The Load Cases are shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: The centrifugal forces Fr defined as vertical and horizontal line loads along the openings in two
separate Load Cases.

In the General Data of RF-DYNAM Pro, the add-on module Forced Vibrations and the Time Diagrams
options are activated (see Figure 1.5) in addition to theMass combinations checkbox.

Figure 1.5: General Data in RF-DYNAMProwith the add-on module Forced Vibrations and the Time Diagrams
options activated.
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Definition of Masses
In this example, only the self-weight of the steel frame and the machine are of relevance. The load
cases LC1 and LC2 are imported as masses into the module RF-DYNAM Pro. Two Mass Cases are
defined withMC1 shown in Figure 1.6. MC2 is defined similarly by importing LC2.

Figure 1.6: Mass Case 1: Self-weight imported from LC1. The check box from self-weight of structure is cleared
because the self-weight is already considered in LC1.

The two self-weight mass cases are combined in aMass Combination using factors of 1.0, which is
shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Mass Combinationwith combined masses.

Natural Vibration Analysis
To perform a time history analysis with the Direct Integration (implicit Newmark solver) the eigen-
values and mode shapes are not required. The solution is done via a time step integration with
the entire MDOF system. Important for the accuracy of the solution with the direct integration is
the choice of the time step which is explained in more detail in the next section. Nevertheless, it is
important to know the behavior of the structural system and to analyze the natural frequencies in
order to understand possible cases of resonance.

In the Natural Vibration Analysis, a diagonal mass matrix is considered and the masses are acting
in the three translational directions X, Y and Z. The rotational degree of freedoms are also taken
into account. The settings of the NVC1 are illustrated in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.8: Definition of the Natural Vibration Case employing a diagonal mass matrix with acting masses in
all directions and around all axes. 10 eigenvalues are calculated.

The relevant mode shape in the X-direction with a natural frequency of f = 5.36 Hz is illustrated in
Figure 1.9. Also listed in table-format are all eigenvalues together with the effective modal mass
factors. The dominant eigenvalues are hightlighted in yellow.

Figure 1.9: The dominant mode shape in the X-direction is illustrated in the graphic. All 10 eigenvalues are
tabulated together with the effective modal mass factors.
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The illustrated mode shape with a natural frequency of f = 5.36 Hz is very close to the excitation
frequency of the machines fe = 5.33 Hz.

When you perform a time history analysis, the use of the consistent mass matrix should be con-
sidered. The consistent matrix distributes the masses more equally over the members and this
results in more local mode shapes to be identified. The consistent matrix has been checked for
comparison reasons in this example, and a diagonal mass matrix was found to be sufficient.

Time Diagrams and Direct Integration
The centrifugal forces that have been defined in LC3 and LC4 act over time as harmonic excitations.
Therefore, the definition of time diagrams is required in RF-DYNAM Pro. The excitation frequency
has been calculated with 𝜔 = 33.51 rad/s. For the vertical component, there is no phase shift
defined in the periodic time diagram. The horizontal component has to be shifted to express
the time delay. This is done with a phase shift of 𝜑 = 𝜋/2. The factor k is set to 1 because the
magnitude of the load has already been defined in the load cases LC3 and LC4. The definition of
the time diagrams is shown in Figures 1.10 and 1.11.

Figure 1.10: Definition of the periodic time diagram for the vertical component of the centrifugal force.
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Figure 1.11: Definition of the periodic time diagram for the horizontal component of the centrifugal force.

Under theDynamic LoadCases tab, the LoadCaseswhich are defined in themain program RFEM are
correlated to the Time Diagramswhich are defined in RF-DYNAM Pro. Direct Integration is chosen
as the solving algorithm. Also defined are the time steps for calculation, the damping values and
the export options. The settings of the Dynamic Load Cases are shown in Figure 1.12.

Figure 1.12: Definition of the Dynamic Load Case.
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The Natural Vibration Case is assigned to the DLC1 although the eigenvalues themselves are not
needed. The definition of the mass matrix and any stiffness modifications defined in the NVCs are
required information for the time history analysis.

The time step is set to 𝛥t = 1.00 ms to achieve the required accuracy of the results. The relevant
frequency of the structure and those of the excitation are about 5.33 Hz. The required time step
can be estimated with the following formula:

𝛥t = 1/20f = 9.40 ms (1.4)

To also ensure exact velocities and acceleration in this example, the time step is chosen to be even
smaller than the value Equation 1.4 yields.

The Direct Integration solver requires the Rayleigh damping coefficients. It is also possible to enter
the Lehr's damping values. RF-DYNAM Pro can automatically convert Lehr's damping values to
Rayleigh coefficients considering the two lowest eigenvalues only. The following formula is used
for the conversion:

Di =
𝛼
2𝜔i

+
𝛽 𝜔i

2
(1.5)

In this example the most important eigenvalues in the X- and Y-direction shall be damped with
D = 0.01. The automatic conversion from Lehr's to Rayleigh damping is not suitable as these
are not the lowest eigenvalues. In such a case, the conversion should be done manually. The
eigenvalues of interest have angular frequencies of 𝜔1 = 6.57 rad/s and 𝜔6 = 33.68 rad/s. A
system of equations is solved in order to calculate the Rayleigh coefficients which are shown in
Figure 1.12.

Results in the Case of Resonance
As stated earlier, the natural frequency is very close to the excitation frequency. As this causes
resonance, the results are expected to be very large. The deformation of the structural system are
illustrated in Figure 1.13. In the Time CourseMonitor, the displacement in X-direction at Node 55
are displayed versus the time. The resonance can be clearly seen. The maximum displacement is
about u = 4.082 in.

Figure 1.13: Displacement resulting from the time history analysis. In the main graphic, the dynamic en-
velope is illustrated. In the Time CourseMonitor, the displacement uX at Node 55 is displayed
versus time. The structure is in resonance.
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Adjustment of the Structural System
Such a resonance case as demonstrated in the first part of the example must be avoided. The
beam and column cross-sections have been modified as illustrated in Figure 1.14. This is done to
achieve a considerable shift of the controlling natural frequency.

Figure 1.14: Structural system with colored cross-sections and materials. Here the cross-sections of the
beams and columns have been modified to avoid resonance.

The modified natural frequencies of the structure are listed in Figure 1.15. The dominant eigenval-
ues are emphasised in yellow.

Figure 1.15: The eigenvalues of the altered structural system with modified cross-sections. The dominant
mode shape in the X-direction has a frequency of f8 = 6.25 Hz.

The dominant frequency is now about f = 6.25 Hz and has shifted – with regard to the critical
frequency – by 0.92 Hz.

The Rayleigh damping coefficients need to be adjusted such that the dominant frequencies are
damped with D = 0.01. With the new natural frequency, the coefficients are determined to be
𝛼 = 0.133 and 𝛽 = 4.23 × 10−04.

The other settings remain unchanged from our first example, and the time history analysis can be
performed.

The displacements are nowmuch smaller. In the Time CourseMonitor, the effect of damping can
be seen compared to the case of resonance.
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The Root Mean Square value calculated with displacement values from t = 0.00 s to t = 15.00 s is
shown in the Time Course Monitor.

Figure 1.16: Displacements of the altered structural system. In the main graphic, the dynamic envelope is
illustrated. In the Time CourseMonitor, the displacement uX at node 55 is displayed versus time,
and the RMS value of 0.14 in is shown. After the structure modifications, resonance does not
occur anymore.

This example showshow toanalyzemachine-inducedvibrationswithRFEM and theadd-onmodule
RF-DYNAM Pro. It is emphasized the importance of determining and comparing the structure's
natural frequencies to machine induced frequencies in order to avoid resonance in all cases.


